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E-mail address: tvondriska@mednet.ucla.edu (T.MLacking from the rapidly evolving ﬁeld of chromatin regulation is a discrete model of chromatin
states. We propose that each state in such a model should meet two conditions: a structural compo-
nent and a quantiﬁable effect on transcription. The practical beneﬁts to the ﬁeld of a model with
greater than two states (including one with six states, as described herein) would be to improve
interpretation of data from disparate organ systems, to reﬂect temporal and developmental dynam-
ics and to integrate the, at present, conceptually and experimentally disparate analyses of individual
genetic loci (in vitro or using single gene approaches) and genome-wide features (including ChlP-
seq, chromosomal capture and mRNA expression via microarrays/sequencing).
 2012 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Two established principles of chromatin biology present an
obvious paradox for gene regulation: eukaryotic chromosomes
are long, contiguous molecules that must be packaged in an or-
dered manner to ﬁt into the nucleus and global changes in gene
expression occur with speciﬁcity, reproducibility and speed, across
the genome. The ﬁrst principle has been known for decades; the
second has emerged as a result of rigorous molecular dissection
of individual transcriptional events in isolation and, in the past
decade or so, through the application of global measures of gene
expression (microarrays and RNA sequencing). The structure of
the nucleosome, the octameric protein complex which binds
146–147 base pairs of DNA and is the building block of chroma-
tin, is known with atomic level resolution [1]. Likewise, the charac-
teristic appearance of mitotic chromosomes has been known for
nearly a century [2]. How the genome is organized in three dimen-
sions in other phases of the cell cycle, or in non-dividing cells, is
only beginning to be understood. Moreover, much less is knownchemical Societies. Published by E
Anesthesiology, Medicine &
A, BH 557 CHS, 650 Charles
. Vondriska).about the principles of chromatin packing that convert the beads
on a string nucleosomal DNA into an ordered three dimensional
unit, and how this structure is subsequently reorganized in a
non-random way to enable gene expression. Lastly, the intermedi-
ate structural states the genome can assume in the non-mitotic so-
matic nucleus are unknown, although emerging evidence supports
discrete intermediate ﬁber dimensions of 10 or 30 nm (based
mostly on reconstitution studies [3] and some microscopic evi-
dence in situ [4]) as well as reproducible inter- and intra-chromo-
somal interactions between endogenous genetic elements (based
largely on chromosomal capture techniques [5–7]).
We propose that the rapidly evolving ﬁeld of chromatin regula-
tion is inherently limited by a lack of understanding of the struc-
tural basis for packaging of the genome. In addition to work
addressing this problem experimentally through techniques such
as chromosomal conformation capture [5], we believe the ﬁeld
can beneﬁt from a state model of chromatin. Such a model could
serve as a framework to bring together experimental data from
reductionist transcription assays in cell culture and in vitro, along
with global measures of protein occupancy across the genome
and direct measurements of genomic structure. A chromatin state
model should be able to evolve as new experiments reveal addi-
tional states (or disprove existing hypothesized ones) and impor-
tantly, provides a basis for mathematical representation of local
and global transitions in chromatin structure.lsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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2.1. Transcription classiﬁed in a binary manner
For the purpose of this thesis we will deﬁne transcriptionally on
regions of the genome as those areas directly being transcribed to
RNA, including genes (exons and introns), validated non-protein-
coding RNAs, and characterized proximal promoters. Transcription-
ally off regions include distal enhancers (with some exceptions [8]),
intergenic DNA and portions of the genome currently unrecognized
to code for RNA. Off regions also include genes and other coding re-
gions that can be transcribed but that are not actively being tran-
scribed in the given cell or cellular environment. Sequencing
studies estimate that at any given time, 70% of the mRNA encod-
ing genome is transcribed [9], keeping in mind that this amounts to
a little greater than one-third of the total genome, which is only
3% exon and 35% intron in humans and mice (the rest is inter-
genic DNA; source: NCBI). It is tempting to immediately classify
this group of genes (i.e. those that can be activated/transcribed,
but that are not, given the overriding cellular condition) as a third
group of transcriptional activity. This is avoided in the current
analysis based on the following rationale: differentiating off per-
manently (that is, areas that can never be transcribed) from off
temporarily (the type described in the previous sentence) requires
omniscient knowledge of all transcriptional states, for all RNAs, in
all cells. A more conservative analysis that avoids a false negative
assignment of one region as permanently inactive due to a lack
of evidence leaves two transcriptional states –on and off– with ge-
netic elements moving between these transcriptional states when
polymerases use them as a template for RNA synthesis.
2.1.1. Non-coding regions and other structural elements contribute to
chromatin states
Again, we deﬁne on as a region of the genome being read as a
template to synthesize RNA in a given population of cells. It is pos-
sible to argue, however, that the physically contiguous nature of
the genome makes it difﬁcult or impossible to functionally sepa-
rate two regions of DNA adjacent to each other on the physical
strand – regardless of whether these regions are undergoing active
transcription. Unlike bacteria which lack introns and large regions
of intergenic DNA, it is well established that in eukaryotes, coding
areas are widely interspersed with regions of non-protein coding,
intergenic DNA. In humans, the size of intergenic DNA varies
widely from several bases to several megabases. The implication,
therefore, is that it is virtually impossible to separate regions in-
volved in transcription from those that are not solely on the basis
of whether RNA is actively produced. Indeed these large regions of
untranscribed DNA are clearly essential for the genome to assume
the convoluted three dimensional structure [2,5] in the interphase
nucleus that enables speciﬁc gene expression: without intergenic
DNA, long range connections between disparate loci required for
establishment of chromosomal territories could not be formed.
Furthermore, the large amounts of intergenic DNA also likely play
a role in genome evolution, acting as a substrate for gene duplica-
tion, modiﬁcation and functional selection. Lastly, these non-cod-
ing regions of the genome have been shown to host non-
nucleosomal chromatin structural proteins [10] and extensive
DNA methylation [11], both of which are dynamically regulated
over the life of a cell, highlighting the role of DNA-binding proteins
and DNA modiﬁcation of intergenic regions in transcriptional reg-
ulation (be it indirectly, from a physical standpoint).
The three dimensional conﬁguration of the genome, which is
limited (but not encoded) by the primary sequence and the distri-
bution of coding and non-coding regions, then, determines the
phenotype of the cell by limiting the range of possible transcrip-
tional states – gene expression states – at any given time. Convert-ing between these states requires changes in the structure of the
genome; since the DNA component is unchanged (over transcrip-
tional time scales), this change must be endowed by the non-
DNA component of the chromatin backbone: transcription factors,
histones, non-histone chromatin structural proteins, post-transla-
tional modiﬁcations and non-coding RNAs. This relationship also
establishes the means for the three dimensional structure of the
genome – like the three dimensional structure of a protein – to
be a substrate of selection and thereby evolution. In such a scheme,
rearrangements of the linear DNA in three dimensions that enabled
favorable transcriptional states to arise in the third dimension
(that is, in the context of the in vivo packaging of the genome in
the interphase nucleus) could undergo positive selection. Negative
selection in this same manner is also possible. This logic can ex-
plain how transcriptional modules or gene expression proﬁles that
contain genes distributed throughout the genome can be selected
for, and thereby conserved, in toto.
The two premises we have to this point are: ﬁrstly, from the
perspective of chromatin, there are (only) transcriptionally on
and off states (how many chromatin states there are will be ad-
dressed shortly); secondly, intergenic DNA along with DNA-bound
chromatin structural proteins are involved in and probably neces-
sary for the immense variety of cell types in individual eukaryotic
organisms, for the countless transcriptional programs they can ex-
hibit, and for their evolution. These two premises present an obvi-
ous problem, in that the second seems to contradict the digital
logic of the ﬁrst. Our requirements for a chromatin state model fol-
low from these premises and attempt to resolve this conﬂict: the
model must have a quantiﬁable transcriptional readout and it must
have a detectable structural impact on the genome. An ancillary
goal is to provide a rhetoric for understanding the time dimension
in chromatin biology, by contextualizing results in a state model
whereby transitions between, and dwell times within, individual
states can be captured and compared across different cell types.
While pioneering work has suggested that chromatin can directly
do things other than endow transcriptional states – such as func-
tioning as a lens in the rod photoreceptor of the nocturnal eye
[12] – these actions are at present esoteric and not codiﬁed (and
certainly not known to be present in all nuclei). For this discussion,
we restrict our remarks to actions of chromatin as they relate to
transcription, although it is certainly possible that more bizarre
behaviors of chromatin remain to be discovered and may be pro-
ven evolutionarily important.
3. Chromatin model with two states
A two state model is appealing because it is for this model alone
that unequivocal evidence exists for a transcriptional phenotype: a
segment of DNA is either being transcribed, or it is not. A binary
model does not require a more nuanced transcriptional or struc-
tural readout. Accordingly, in this model the functional chromatin
states are either on or off, open or closed, euchromatin or hetero-
chromatin (Panel A in Fig. 1). One should not conclude that a
two state model is equivalent to a simple one; the everyday exam-
ple of the enormous complexity that can be generated with 1s and
0s in computer programming is an intuitive example of how two
states, applied across a continuum and with differential reading
frame, can create complexity (this has also been shown in more
relevant examples of biological networks [13]).
Superimposition of signal transduction preceding transcription,
transcript/protein abundance and lifetime in the cell, and the role
of interaction networks (physical and functional) onto the two
state model can give rise to all the variation in transcriptional
activities observed experimentally. In other words, the chromatin
model itself need have no more than two states to account for
the known behaviors of genomes. A cogent argument can be made,
Fig. 1. Chromatin state models. (A) Although unequivocal data may exist for only a two state model of chromatin with transcription as a readout, with on and off states
corresponding to DNA being transcribed or not, this model does not facilitate hypothesis generation for unraveling new properties of chromatin. (B) We propose a model with
six states based on the following criteria: each state is deﬁned by chromatin structural features and a transcriptional readout; major chromatin behaviors meeting the
previous requirement are incorporated in one of the states; an open format is used in which more states can be added based on the determination of global features meeting
the structure/transcription criteria; and the model incorporates high-throughput ChlP-seq and related data and is constrained by the known physiological properties of
chromatin. The arrows indicate hypothesized routes of transition between states and the shaded areas indicate how we envision these distinct states ﬁtting into a broader
concept of chromatin as either hetero- or euchromatic. (C) Different types of genes in various states are given for the example of a cardiac myocyte to illustrate the
hypothesized relationship between chromatin states and cell-type speciﬁc gene expression and phenotype.
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states of chromatin across model systems, genomes and impor-
tantly, individual loci (in contrast to detailed analyses of varied
transcriptional behavior observed at isolated loci in vitro or in het-
erologous cell systems).
While perhaps appealing from an analytical standpoint, there
are several practical problems with a two state chromatin model,
perhaps foremost that it is hard to disprove and thus a weak vehi-
cle for hypothesis generation. There is also a wealth of knowledge
about global chromatin regulation that is not incorporated into
two states, including: distal enhancers/repressors, chromosomal
territories, three dimensional genomic structure, nucleosome posi-
tioning and altered histone variant deposition, distinct activities of
RNA polymerase, different rates of transcription, DNA methylation
and histone post-translational modiﬁcations, to name the major
categories that have been shown to affect the two properties –
transcriptional readout and structural rearrangement of chromatin
– we propose as necessary components of a strong model. While
we would argue that these factors have not been shown to univer-sally control gene expression in a given manner, research in these
areas is certainly not equivocal and an ideal chromatin state model
should incorporate as much of our knowledge on transcription and
chromatin structure as possible – even if some of it will ultimately
be disproven – to stimulate further experimentation. Thus, there is
a need for a chromatin model with greater than two states. Note
that in such a model, our deﬁnition of two states of transcription
still remain; it is a chromatin model that we are positing has a
greater number of states.
4. Multi-state chromatin models
The recent deluge of chromatin immunoprecipitation studies
coupled with either microarrays or next generation DNA sequenc-
ing has fueled the urge to deﬁne transcriptional states on the basis
of protein binding proﬁles [14]. While these studies have led to
unprecedented insights into genome-wide protein occupancy, a
chromatin state model that can be tested and reﬁned across labo-
ratories is unlikely to result solely from this approach based on the
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the same cell type, making universality difﬁcult to conclude; the
chromatin proteome is known to contain hundreds of proteins,
as conﬁrmed from multiple cell types [15,16]; and histone pro-
teins, themselves occurring in numerous isoforms and variants,
can undergo scores of modiﬁcations in the same cell type [17]. Just
considering the last two, a state model incorporating only the 4
core histone proteins and only 10 post-translational modiﬁcations
could theoretically specify 240 (or 1012) states, although the ac-
tual number would likely be less as some modiﬁcations are mutu-
ally exclusive. In our view, this is not a meaningful synthesis and,
as has been recognized in other areas of cell biology, identifying
modular features of biological systems can make their representa-
tion tractable [18–21]. Therefore, it is not experimentally (or con-
ceptually) helpful to deﬁne states in a model of chromatin based
solely on combinatorial patterns of protein occupancy – states in
a manageable model should exhibit a transcriptional readout and
a chromatin structure phenotype, rather than just reproducible
patterns of protein occupancy.
There are numerous histone variants [22] and post-translational
modiﬁcations [23,24] for which transcriptional readouts, and/or
chromatin features, have been described. This is true for states
ostensibly ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off’’ in terms of transcription. For some modiﬁ-
cations, effects on higher order chromatin structure have been ob-
served. The recent development of genome-wide ChlP-seq studies
has in turn provided extensive information about localization of
these modiﬁcations in distinct cell types [25–27]. In a similar vein,
it is apparent that nucleosome positioning is non-random, dynamic
and plays a fundamental role in gene expression [28–30]. What is
lacking is a universal dogma for how these features operate in con-
cert to specify global gene expression and thereby phenotype. An
emerging theme is that no modiﬁcation acts in isolation and that,
to the extent such modiﬁcations specify chromatin states, global
changes in gene expression are achieved through combinatorial
complexity. A classic example of this phenomenon is bivalent chro-
matin marks [31], that is, genes labeled with histone post-transla-
tional modiﬁcations that alone specify opposing chromatin
accessibility and/or transcriptional activity, but combined create
decision-making nodes in gene regulation networks.
Permanent inactivation of genes, a well-known example being
inactivation of the X chromosome in the female, leads to a distinct
type of off state. This process is mediated in large part by histone
post-translational modiﬁcations, long non-coding RNAs and DNA
methylation [32]. Genes in this region of DNA are permanently si-
lenced in all cell types in the organism (‘‘off permanently silenced’’,
panel B in Fig. 1), although which copy of the X chromosome is
inactivated varies between cells.
Another functionally obvious chromatin state is characterized
by genes not expressed in a given cell type due to silencing associ-
ated with normal differentiation [33]. Such genes clearly exist, but
a universal dogma to explain their regulation in the context of
chromatin states – why each cell has a different gene/protein
expression proﬁle – is lacking. Nevertheless, these genes clearly oc-
cupy a different off state, in that they can be activated in other cells
but never will be in the normal life of the given cell (‘‘off temporar-
ily silenced’’, panel B in Fig. 1). We propose this chromatin state to
be plastic as evinced by dedifferentiation in heart disease [34], can-
cer [35] and induced pluripotency [36].
The last species of functionally distinct off state we seek to de-
ﬁne is that containing genes that can be expressed in the normal
life of a differentiated cell but that are off at a given point in time
(‘‘off inactive’’, panel B in Fig. 1). This includes genes activated by
stress, mitogens, injury, environmental cues and so forth. One
can conceptually envision a ‘‘poised off’’ state that is distinct from
those discussed so far and which may exist, for example when RNA
polymerase disengages from DNA before nucleosomes reassemble,however we know of no functional readout for such a state in
terms of transcription and/or chromatin structure.
The most basic ‘‘on’’ state is that in which transcription is ac-
tively occurring (‘‘on, active’’, panel B in Fig. 1) and is identical to
the ‘‘on’’ state in the two state model. There is ample evidence that
an additional on state exists when RNA polymerase ‘‘pauses’’ on
the template, temporarily delaying elongation [37,38]. Another
distinct on state is one in which chromatin is ‘‘poised’’ for tran-
scription [39,40], at which sites transcription is imminent but not
active. Both of these states imply directionality and whether they
are biologically (rather than just semantically) distinct, remains
unknown.
It is well established that RNA polymerase exhibits different ﬁr-
ing rates – that is, different rates at which the RNA is generated on
a given template. In the present deﬁnition of a chromatin state
model, we avoid delineation of these different rates as different
states due to the absence of evidence for coordinate variable chro-
matin structure; it is very possible that such structural differences
exist and have yet to be detected (or, perhaps these are subspecies
of the ‘‘on, active’’ state).
Based on currently available experimental data and the preced-
ing structure-function considerations, we favor a six state chroma-
tin model (Panel B in Fig. 1). Of course these states are deﬁned not
for entire genomes but for regions of the genome within a single
nucleus – different regions of the same genome can simultaneously
exist in multiple states. Constitutive heterochromatin is thought to
be the same between cell types (although there are exceptions to
this, for example in the regulation by centromeric satellite DNA
[41]) whereas facultative heterochromatin will vary between cell
types and within a cell given the state of development. In the pres-
ent synthesis, these forms of chromatin would be considered ‘‘off
permanently silenced’’ and ‘‘off temporarily silenced’’, respectively
(Panel B, Fig. 1). In Panel C of Fig. 1, we consider the types of genes
that would reside in individual states in the example of a fully dif-
ferentiated cell like a cardiac myocyte; while we can predict func-
tional classes of genes for on active, off temporarily silenced, off
permanently silenced, it is a priori possible to distinguish neither
between on active poised and off inactive, nor between on paused,
on active and on poised inactive. These distinctions can only be
made experimentally. Our goal for this model is to create a frame-
work that incorporates as much of the current data (and ongoing
technique development) as possible while at the same time
restricting the number of states based on the ﬁeld’s experimental
knowledge of chromatin and transcription. An example of how
we envision speciﬁc transcriptional phenotypes, along with to-
be-determined structural features, contributing to chromatin
states, is represented in Fig. 2. Undoubtedly the result of this ap-
proach is an oversimpliﬁcation of the endogenous behavior of
chromatin and the actions of various proteins. To the latter point,
non-nucleosomal chromatin structural proteins, such as CCCTC
binding factor (CTCF) [42,43] and high mobility group proteins
(HMG), [10,15] have been shown to control gene expression and
phenotype, while their roles in chromatin packing appear to in-
clude formation of intermediate chromatin domains and global
endogenous genomic structure. Incorporating the actions of these
types of proteins into a chromatin state model with transcription
as a readout requires conceptualizing their actions in the context
of the endogenous genome: unlike a conventional transcription
factor model, these proteins do not exert their effects only in and
around the transcription start site.5. Implications and future experiments
The objective of this thesis is to lay the groundwork for a chro-
matin model that incorporates three-dimensional structural
Fig. 2. Hypothesized structural differences between chromatin states. We hypothesize that three key structural groups can, in conjunction with endogenous 3D genomic
structure, distinguish the different proposed states at the level of the gene, namely the accessibility of the gene to RNA polymerase II and transcriptional machinery binding
(top row), the presence of the appropriate transcription factor in the nucleus and the localization of speciﬁc chromatin structural proteins/non-coding RNAs to the gene
(middle row) and the presence of conducive, and absence of inhibitory, DNA and histone modiﬁcations at the gene (bottom row). Together these help deﬁne the structural
accessibility of the gene (bottom triangle, with decreasing accessibility as one moves from left to right through the states as displayed). For each state we propose which class
of structural elements are conducive to transcription (green) and which are limiting (red). We further propose that for two states in particular, paused and inactive, more
experimental data is needed to determine which class of structural features cause the different transcriptional read-outs (half red/half green indicates possibilities which
must be conﬁrmed experimentally). Finally, for each class of structural groups we propose their relative stability and thus the energy required to interconvert between states
when these levels of structural regulation are modiﬁed.
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tial analytical tool, we reason, to resolve the issue of how gen-
ome-wide regulation of gene expression is accomplished in
eukaryotes in vivo. We present two models that fulﬁll the criteria
of having structural changes in chromatin and transcriptional read-
outs: a two state and greater than two state model. For reasons of
completeness with existing data and ability to generate hypothe-
ses, we favor a model with greater than two states and suggest that
a six state model is best representative of current knowledge from
both isolated genetic elements and genome-wide studies. While
other models of chromatin have been proposed [14,27,44,45],
there are none to our knowledge with these criteria linking struc-
ture to transcription as described herein. Of course a model of
chromatin states must be linked inextricably with data – our point
herein is that incorporating knowledge of the biological function of
chromatin can result in a more tractable model. The next experi-
mental step is to directly measure structural features that deﬁne
individual states.
5.1. Use of a chromatin state model
Implicit in a transcriptional model of chromatin states are the
structural changes at intermediate levels of organization, that is,
below the level of the chromosome and above the level of the indi-
vidual nucleosome. Recent work [30,46] with DNase hypersensitiv-
ity, MNase-sequencing analyses and computational approaches
has revolutionized the way we think about how nucleosomes asso-
ciate with different regions of the genome and the logic for the
repositioning of these protein complexes commensurate with tran-
scription factor binding. For instance, we now know that upstream
of transcription start sites, nucleosomes exhibit very regular spac-
ing [29], likely contributing to one of the ‘‘on’’ states in this or other
chromatin state models. On a more global level, nucleosomes are
enriched in exons and depleted in introns [47], further supporting
the role nucleosome density plays in chromatin structure. One lim-
itation of these nuclease-sequencing studies is that the informa-tion, although now acquired with single base resolution, is
projected onto the linear representation of the genome; in the pro-
cess, three-dimensional information is lost. Indeed these interme-
diate areas of chromatin structure represent, in our view, a key
frontier in the study of chromatin and chromatin states: new tech-
niques that can directly measure intermediate chromatin states
(e.g. by imaging[12,48] and/or chromosomal capture techniques
[5,6]) – between the level of the nucleosome and the whole gen-
ome – and link these states with transcription, will advance our
understanding of genome packing and chromatin biology. These
approaches can enable representations of chromatin that include
both three-dimensional structure and gene expression networks,
such that features of cell type-speciﬁc chromatin structure (and
thereby, transcriptome generation) can be modeled [7], and ulti-
mately, compared.
The worth of this model is that it provides testable hypotheses.
Converting between chromatin states requires something other
than the DNA substrate itself; two obvious and extensively studied
candidates are RNA and protein. Notwithstanding DNA sequence
preferences for remodelers and transcription factors, how inter-
state conversion is coordinated on a genome-wide scale is un-
known. To test this, one would need to experimentally characterize
transitions to establish directionality of movement among states.
To the extent possible, this would include recapitulation of large-
scale chromatin structures in vitro and/or use of mathematical
modeling combined with experimental data to deﬁne distinct
three-dimensional structural features, should they exist, that are
hallmarks of different states. Once structural hallmarks can be
established, dwell times in each state can be measured (similar
to what has been done genome-wide for individual nucleo-
somes[49]) and this quantitative information added to the model.
A major challenge with this type of experimentation is that it at
present is conducted on populations of (usually millions of) cells
or on tissues. The heterogeneity present in such populations pre-
sents a major technical hurdle for rigorous delineation of any dis-
crete subcellular event, chromatin remodeling included, and new
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ize the way we examine subcellular processes.
Importantly, should a model such as the one proposed herein be
tested experimentally, analyses of genome occupancy (ChlP-seq)
must be coupled with expression (microarrays/sequencing) and
chromosomal conformation capture analysis, to deﬁne whether
nuanced structural states accompany the various patterns that
emerge from ChlP-seq and gene expression studies. Any of these
three global methods alone is insufﬁcient to deﬁne chromatin states.
If one accepts the premise of chromatin states deﬁned by structural
features and transcriptional states, then any investigation of chro-
matin measuring these outputs directly or indirectly could be
interpreted in the context of this model – that is, assigning individ-
ual loci measured in a given system to one chromatin state. In
more comprehensive studies, this would allow determination of
what percentage of the coding genome resides in any given state,
and if carried out before and after stimuli (or perhaps in healthy
and diseased cells), would shed light on how physiological pro-
cesses result from shifting portions of the genome between differ-
ent chromatin states. Such comprehensive studies, which are
increasingly common, would allow the model to be disproven by
showing that additional chromatin states exist based on signiﬁcant
portions of the genome exhibiting structural and transcriptional
features not deﬁned in the existing states, or to demonstrate the
absence of structural features distinguishing two states posited
to exist, implying only transcriptional states, not those of chroma-
tin, determine a physiological response. Regardless of the system,
key data inputs for such a model include loci-speciﬁc transcrip-
tional data (microarrays and RNA seq – the higher the resolution,
the better) and chromatin structural readouts (principally tech-
niques like MNase-seq, DNase hypersensitivity analysis and ChlP-
seq, but increasingly super resolution imaging and chromosomal
capture techniques like 3C/HiC will play a role). We speculate that
regions of the genome near each other in three-dimensions based
on 3C/HiC data would occupy the same chromatin state. Insights
into cellular phenotype will certainly aid in the use of these models
of chromatin states but in principle are not required for their gen-
eration. We envision these models being probabilistic to begin
with, due to the large amounts of data and distinct number of loci
to be considered, although when possible it will be appealing to
apply numerical and potentially analytical methods (employing
differential equations) to encapsulate the behaviors of chromatin.
5.2. Other contributors to chromatin states?
While DNA methylation is clearly associated with modulating
chromatin function [51], the discrete structural features it endows
make challenging its direct incorporation into a state model. Like
histone post-translational modiﬁcation, context speciﬁcity clearly
plays a role in determining the readout. Future studies into histone
and DNA modiﬁcations need to address directly whether there is
universal employment of combinations of marks to endow differ-
ent readouts. Whether there is a code in the strict sense will re-
quire omniscient knowledge of all histone modiﬁcations (an
unrealistic proposition) or a reimagining of what constitutes the
digits in such a code. Regardless, if the goal is to understand global
remodeling of chromatin, more studies examining histone and
DNA modiﬁcations need to test readouts of chromatin structure di-
rectly, including: DNase sensitivity, MNase digestion, sedimenta-
tion analysis in reconstituted chromatin, high resolution
microscopy and perhaps most prominently, chromosomal confor-
mation capture techniques. This model posits six states for coding
DNA, but only one (‘‘off permanently silenced’’) for non-tran-
scribed regions of the genome. A major challenge for structural
studies of chromosomes in situ is to determine structures of non-
coding regions in a manner that allows them to be linked to phe-notype, regardless of whether these non-coding regions directly
or indirectly affect transcription.
How does one distinguish whether a structural or transcrip-
tional action is of paramount importance, when evidence for both
exists (whereas often evidence for which comes ﬁrst, on an atomic
scale, does not)? In the case of a transcription factor binding to the
promoter of a gene, it is not much of a jump to assume that if the
transcription factor induces a structural change important for tran-
scription, then this change should precede transcription. However,
for chromatin structural proteins that decorate various coding and
non-coding areas of the genome, the simple linear view of local
structural changes preceding transcription of the same region
quickly becomes inadequate. Thus, when no data on time-course
exist (from a straightforward cause-effect point of view), our pref-
erence is to consider them as a single event. Novel approaches that
can link structural changes to transcriptional outputs when these
two events are not connected by the linear DNA strand (i.e. that
rely on the endogenous three-dimensional architecture of the gen-
ome) will enhance this understanding.
Genomes – the term here referring to the DNA and all the chro-
matin structural proteins and RNAs that bind it – are self-organiz-
ing systems; there is no master regulator that assembles the three
dimensional structure of the genome in vivo. In this property gen-
omes are not unlike proteins themselves [52], in that structural
features arise at secondary, tertiary and quaternary levels to en-
dow functionality not present in the primary protein/DNA se-
quence. Like protein structures, then, we can examine genome
structures in different cells to reveal features endowing cell type
speciﬁc gene expression proﬁles. One fundamental difference be-
tween these two systems is that proteins are thought to be struc-
turally super-imposable between copies within a cell or between
cells; we certainly do not imply this to be the case with the gen-
ome, where structural similarities between copies of a genome
are more likely global patterns (think: cloud formations). From
an evolutionary standpoint, structural features that arose in pro-
teins, untraceable to amino acid sequence, are selected for based
on function. So too it may be with genomes, in that the structural
features of the genome in three dimensions – and the consequent
properties thereby determining how different regions shift their
chromatin states – determine phenotype.
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